Eastern Arc Conference 2022

Finding Emerson Open:
Translating connections (multiple and unintended ways)

(Session: Art and culture as a driver in place-making and levelling up)

E: info@orignalprojects.space
W: www.originalprojects.space

Twitter/ Instagram: @orig_proj
VISION:
Art, artists and communities innovating and changing Great Yarmouth [and the world] for the better.

MISSION:
original projects; is embedded in our community, developing cultural capacity, forging enabling environments through artist-led activity for and with the people of Great Yarmouth. We unlock creative opportunities for everyone to thrive through taking part in sustainable and pioneering great art.

(revised September 2022)
Finding Emerson
2 November — 16 December 2022

A contemporary photographic overview of Great Yarmouth, alongside images of East Anglia by pioneering Victorian photographer Peter Henry Emerson.

Free entry
The Enterprise Centre
University of East Anglia
Norwich Research Park
Norwich, NR4 7TJ

uea.ac.uk/creative
@CreativeUEA_
@utter_books
@orig_project

Flyer image:
Amy Botfield, 2021
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LAUNCHES
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www.utternonsense.co.uk/finding-emerson

Flyer image: Peter Henry Emerson, On the Flood, from Wildlife on a Tidal Water, published in 1890